1. Introduction* Let X be a locally compact, Hausdorff space and {μi ieD} be a net of Radon measures on X (in the sense of Caratheodory). The weak* or vague limit of this net is the Radon measure v such that Km I fdμ { = I fdv for every continuous function / vanishing outside some compact set. In this paper, we construct in § 3 a Radon measure φ* from a given base & for the topology of X and lim inf { μ { and then, in § 4, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for <p* to be the weak* limit of the μ { . In particular, if the latter exists then it is the φ* generated when & is the family of all open sets.
The measure φ* is obtained from another measure φ by a standard regularizing process. The definition of φ easily extends to abstract spaces but that of £>* makes essential use of the topology. Thus, it is of some importance to know when 9 = 9*, that is, when a measure constructed through an abstract process from the μ t turns out to be, in the topological situation, the weak* limit of the μ im In Theorem 3.3 we give a condition for φ = φ* and in § 5 we give an example to show that the condition cannot be eliminated.
We refer to standard texts such as Halmos [1] , Kelley [2] , and Munroe [3] for the elementary properties and concepts of topology and measure theory used in this paper.
2. Notation* 2.1 a) denotes the set of natural numbers. 2.2 0 denotes both the empty set and the smallest number in ω. 2.3 μ is a Caratheodory (outer) measure on X if and only if μ is a function on the family of all subsets of X such that μθ -0 and 0 S μA ^ Σ μBn ^ °° whenever AcU^cI. Proof of 3.3. We need only show that <p*A = φA for open A. Given such A, by assumption, A = LLeωd* where the C n are compact and C Λ c C w+1 . Because of regularity, we may assume that the C n are closed compact. We shall show that φA = lim π φC n . To this end, let ε > 0 and define a n and C' r , by recursion as follows: let C = d and, for any ^ e ω, let a n be open, Ci c α n , ^^w ^ 9?C» + ε/2 w+1 and d+i -C n+1 -U ^i •
For μ a

THEOREM, φ* is a Radon measure on X such that:
( i ) φ* ^ φ m (ii) if C is compact then φ*C = φC.
3=0
Then the C» are closed compact, mutually disjoint and AcU»e» α » Thus, For each xeC there exists βe & such that xeβacίi for some i = 0, *',n. Since C is compact, there is a finite family Hcz& which covers C and is a refinement of {a Q , , α:J. For each i, let ft be the union of all those elements in H which are contained in a im Then Ae^, βiCLcti and CcU=oft. Thus, iC ^ Σ Qβi ^ Σ flrα* ^ ^2C + ε .
ΐ=0 • i=0
5 Remarks* Let ^, ^, ^ be as in § 3, The following example -shows that φ need not be a Radon measure.
Let X be the set of all ordinals up to and including the first uncountable ordinal Ω. Then, in the order-topology, X is compact Hausdorίf. For each i < Ω, let μ { be the point mass at ΐ, that is, μfiί 
